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The New Testament 8e is designed for undergraduates beginning their first systematic study of the

Christian Greek Scriptures. This introductory text familiarizes readers with the contents and major

themes of the New Testament and acquaints them with the goals and methods of important Biblical

scholarship.Instructors and students can now access their course content through the Connect

digital learning platform by purchasing either standalone Connect access or a bundle of print and

Connect access. McGraw-Hill ConnectÂ® is a subscription-based learning service accessible online

through your personal computer or tablet. Choose this option if your instructor will require Connect

to be used in the course. Your subscription to Connect includes the following:â€¢ SmartBookÂ® - an

adaptive digital version of the course textbook that personalizes your reading experience based on

how well you are learning the content.â€¢ Access to your instructorâ€™s homework assignments,

quizzes, syllabus, notes, reminders, and other important files for the course.â€¢ Progress

dashboards that quickly show how you are performing on your assignments and tips for

improvement.â€¢ The option to purchase (for a small fee) a print version of the book. This

binder-ready, loose-leaf version includes free shipping.Complete system requirements to use

Connect can be found here:

http://www.mheducation.com/highered/platforms/connect/training-support-students.html
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Loved this book. Rented it for my Theology/New Testament Gospels university class and am only



said I didn't get to keep it (too expensive). I enjoyed the material and learned a lot of new things I

had no clue about. Would recommend to anyone interested in theology and specifically if learning

about the Gospels.

This was a required text for a class and I couldn't have been more pleased. The unbiased account

of facts with an all encompassing account of events at the time that the different books of the bible

are thought to have been written gives the reader the tools for a more accurate interpretation of

what was written.

I am using this book for a class, and it is terrible and nearly impossible to follow. I love studying

religion, I have studied religion for 13 years and been known to be a top theologian. However, this

book is boring and not at all good at getting the information across. Had it not been for this class, I

would not recommend it to anyone.

This is an Extremely repeatative book and a very boring read. You can honestly get by just by

reading every third page or every third sub-section (at most). If your worried you might miss some of

the material doing that, go ahead and start reading every page. You'll see soon enough.

Why did I read this book? Because my professor required it. That being said, it was interesting

material presented in an engaging way.

What I needed for class, good author.

no delays ,right on time delivery.great book, i recommend it all new testament students.

The book came in looking a total wreck but it did serve it's purpose.
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